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Key points / advantages compared with conventional glass 
casting techniques:
•    Very easy transition from CAD file to glass artefact
•   Safer materials •   Potential for Better surface quality•   De-moulding much easier
•   Lower firing temperature - allowing for the use of recycled glass
•   New creative opportunities
Key points / advantages
•    Easy transition from Rapid Prototyping to Rapid Manufacturing
•    Applications beyond glass
•    Works with standard building medium (zp150)
•    Works with all current and new generation of ZCorp 3D   
printers - no need for retro fit or special material
•    Incredibly low cost
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Research Application: combining 
ready-mades with digital printing  
Anatomical Deconstruction  
Series IV & I 
Application of Research  
Work within the restrictions of an 
exhibition deadline  
Solve the dilemma of how to  
combine low tech construction 
methods with digital processes  
Maintain a consistency  of concept 
across a series  
Extend my material language  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